Meeting notes for 15 Feb 2019

- Approval of Bachelor’s Essay Guidelines → passed unanimously
  - Statement for Academic Catalog
- Departmental Honors discussion
  - Encourage faculty senators to
- Academic & Professional Enrichment Seminars
  - Structure
    - Not required, 1 or 2 credit seminars
    - HONS prefix will count towards 25 total HONS credits
    - Students can take up to 3 HONS credits
  - HONS: Foundations in Engaged Citizenship (1 credit)
  - HONS 102: Exploring and Integrating Ideas (1 credit)
  - HONS 301: Principles of Leadership (2 credits) engagement
  - Committee will vote on 3 proposals by 2/21
- What’s left for the committee to do
  - Updating Honors College Certificate “diploma”
  - Transfer student integration
    - 25-33% of all CofC students are transfer students
    - Look at other institutions for examples
    - Consider different tracks
      - Inclusion of 2-year degree colleges
      - How do the students get the community engagement if they miss the first year?
    - Develop a procedure for managing transfer honors students
      - Internal to campus (traditional CofC)
      - External to campus (transfer from outside CofC)
      - Look at examples of previous student applicants as “case studies” to determine what their needs were
  - Evaluate bachelor’s essays after graduation